WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

**BID CHECK REPORT**

**PS&E JOB NO:** 10A027  **REGION NO:** 8  **WORK ORDER #:** XL3390

**CONTRACT NO:** 007963  **REVISION NO:** 3  **BIDS OPENED ON:** Oct 13 2010

**HWY:** SR 000,520  **CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** JV0001, JV0002, JV0003

**PROJECT:** EASTSIDE TRANSIT AND HOV DESIGN BUILD 10A027  **COUNTY(S):** KING

**LOW BIDDER**

**TITLE:** SR520 EASTSIDE CORRIDOR CONSTRUCTOR: KIEWIT/ATKINSON, AJV

**ADDRESS:** 1525 E MARINE VIEW DR

**CITY:** EVERETT  **STATE:** WA  **ZIP:** 98201

**2ND BIDDER**

**TITLE:** SR520 EASTSIDE CORRIDOR CONSTRUCTOR: SKANSA-FLATIRON, A JOINT VEN

**ADDRESS:** 2200 COLUMBIA HOUSE BLVD

**CITY:** VANCOUVER  **STATE:** WA  **ZIP:** 98661

**3RD BIDDER**

**TITLE:** SR520 EASTSIDE CORRIDOR CONSTRUCTOR: Kiewit/Atkinson, AJV

**ADDRESS:** 221 YALE AVE N, STE 400

**CITY:** SEATTLE  **STATE:** WA  **ZIP:** 98109

**CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** JV0002

**COUNTY(S):** KING

**CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** JV0003

**ITEM NO.**  | **ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **UNIT MEAS** | **PRICE PER UNIT/ TOTAL AMOUNT** | **% DIFF./ AMT.DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/ TOTAL AMOUNT** | **% DIFF./ AMT.DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/ TOTAL AMOUNT** | **% DIFF./ AMT.DIFF.**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | TOTAL DESIGN-BUILD WORK - LUMP SUM (DOR RULE 170) | L.S. | 415,409,082.00 | -27.78% | 300,000,520.00 | 5,408,562.00 | 360,100,000.00 | 5,309,082.00 | 378,200,000.00 | 7,209,082.00
2 | TOTAL DESIGN-BUILD WORK - LUMP SUM (DOR RULE 171) | L.S. | 6,655,000.00 | -5.67% | 6,277,480.00 | -377,520.00 | 5,400,000.00 | 1,255,000.00 | 7,950,000.00 | 1,295,000.00

**CONTRACT TOTAL** | **BASE TOTAL**